STORK: 150 YEARS OF INNOVATION, GROWTH SWEEPING THE GULF COAST
From Stork's three Gulf Coast hubs in Houston, Pasadena and Beaumont, Texas, each stage of your maintenance, small capital project, turnaround or asset needs is supported with complete, flexible services tailored to meet your requirements.

INTERNATIONAL COOLING TOWER CELEBRATES 60 YEARS
ICT’s turnkey cooling tower services set it apart from the rest. Whether it’s designing and building new towers or servicing existing towers, ICT works in the Gulf Coast’s largest industrial facilities. ICT is proud of its top-notch field construction operations, and the company isn’t slowing down in 2019.

FEATURES
- Owners, industry leaders share operational excellence learnings
- Carl Parker leads Eastman Kingsport site toward centennial benchmark
- Working to modernize the industrial maintenance sector
- Industry 4.0: Transforming the oil and gas supply chain
- ‘Roadmap’ for tackling new era of digitalization
- AWP requires playbook for success
- Making risk-based decisions makes heroes
- Change touted as difficult but necessary to drive excellence
- Chevron concentrates on deepwater operations
- Healthy companies have long-term vision

STORK
A Fluor Company

GROWING ACROSS THE GULF
150 YEARS of global maintenance, turnaround, and construction experience is sweeping across the Greater Gulf Coast

Serving the Gulf Coast with facilities in Pasadena’s Shipping Channel, Beaumont’s Golden Triangle, and Greater Houston.
What you sell is complicated. Your processes and solutions are highly technical. Sales cycles are long and initiated by engineers or field technicians. Conversations with advertising, marketing and salespeople start with, “You need to understand that what we do is different…” — and it is. The good news is you're probably not as special as you think in this regard. To those in the B2B/industrial digital marketing space, what you describe is not “special.” It is standard operating procedure; it is assumed. The place to start driving sales opportunities, building brand value and awareness is your company’s website.

Your domain and website are the cornerstones of your digital marketing strategy, sometimes even comprising your marketing strategy. It is the one thing in the digital space we can actually own, that others cannot alter without consent. At least, this is how it should be established, and exceptions should be corrected.

Accepting that your website is the cornerstone, what is sold is complex and your target prospect is difficult to reach, let’s examine a few ways that can help achieve desirable marketing results in the form of increased sales opportunities, brand value and awareness.

Lead with the benefits your solution provides, not the technical details. Unclutter your website to make room for simple statements that speak to solutions. An over-designed website style creates clutter. Visitors want unrestricted access to your solutions in as few words as possible.

The purpose of the website is not to answer questions. We don’t want prospects to reach their own conclusions. We want to intrigue and inspire a prospect to reach out to us, so that your sales representative can answer the questions.

A good website and digital marketing strategy is not solely a technical challenge; it is a sales and human behavior challenge. Inspiring potential clients and customers to take action is the hard part, as well as what separates you from the competition. If you've never worked in sales, then get help from someone who has.

Content is challenging but essential to your website and digital presence. If you don’t have the resources or hours to create the content, that’s normal. Get help, but get good content published.

Do not advertise until your website is as good as it can be. When you do advertise, don’t lead with the most costly pay-per-click direct response ads with competition-based pricing. Look to brand value and awareness advertising first. This requires more complex setup and strategy but reaches more people for less cost.

As a prerequisite to any marketing, brush up your phone handling game. It’s common that companies lose a significant portion of opportunities through standard phone handling practices. If voicemail is used at all, you’re probably not ready to invest in marketing and advertising. This is affordable and simple to correct.

If you operate in the industrial space, you will need a different approach than those selling consumer products and services. Be careful which advice you take and whom you follow. Most of the “how to” marketing and advertising content online was not written for you.

For more information, visit www.mansfieldmarketing.com or call (713) 533-8899.